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  Refurbished ’B’ size DVI Impregnation Plant for Sale    

 3ft/900mm (nominal) ‘B’ size DVI Impregnation plant. 

 Fully refurbished and ready for delivery 

 Refrigerated 900 ltr Resin store for operating in hot climates  

 Centrifuge for maximum resin recovery. 

 Fully automated Impregnation cycle. 

 All new controls with latest user configurable and networkable PLC. 

 Rotatable baskets with adjustable lockdown lids.  

 Proven technology, available now for immediate delivery. 

 Process circa 1.5m3 of castings per hour with a single operator 

   

Description 

This robust and versatile batch impregnation plant has 

been the subject of a complete ‘nut and bolt’ rebuild 

and modernisation.  Now fully re commissioned and 

tested it is available for immediate viewing / delivery.   

The plant comprises:  

 

Autoclave 

The 3ft/900mm (nom) diameter mild steel vacuum 

autoclave is made from circa 8mm mild steel, it 

houses high and low level switches, a pneumatically 

controlled lid, viewing window with halogen light and 

resin transfer line with new 2” stainless steel valves.  

The Autoclave is mounted on heavy duty mild steel 

‘skid’ frame alongside the centrifuge:   

 

Centrifuge 

Simple but very effective, the mild steel centrifuge unit 

ensures fast and effective resin recovery from the 

impregnated workload.  A sturdy internal cage is 

externally belt driven by a ¾ HP electric motor.  Our 

rebuild included new bearings and wearing parts.  

Externally the interlocked lid is pneumatically lifted and 

an automatic resin return valve c/w strainer feeds 

recovered resin back to the autoclave during the 

vacuum cycle.  Parameters for process time etc. are 

easily configured in the PLC/HMI. 

 

Storage 

Floor mounted, the 900 litre capacity, insulated, mild 

steel storage vessel includes high and low level 

controls and vacuum and transfer lines.  Internal 

cooling pipes connect to the top mounted refrigeration 

unit that can be re-commissioned should it be 

required.  All transfer and vent valves are new.    

 

Vacuum 

A large capacity 250m3 vacuum pump is mounted to 

the rear of the autoclave / centrifuge skid.  Fully rebuilt 

in our workshops including new bearings and honed 

bores the 5.5KW Reitschle pump ensures fast pull 

down times.  Vacuum levels are passed to the PLC via 

a new pump mounted analogue transducer and an 

adjacent test port allows for quick system calibration. 

 

Wash 

Made from circa 5mm thick mild steel the simple wash 

tank is approx 1200mm (4ft) square and includes two 

weir sections and a rear mounted stainless steel 

header tank to maintain the water level.  A base 

mounted air sparge rail agitates the water during 

washing.  Air sparge times are user configurable via 

the PLC/HMI.  Air blow and water guns are mounted 

at either sides of the wash tank should the operator be 

required to manually intervene.  

 

Cure 

Made from circa 5mm thick mild steel the insulated 

cure tank is approx 1200mm (4ft) square.  The 

pneumatic lid and sides are trimmed in stainless steel.  

Two base mounted 9KW electric immersion elements 

provide heat and provision is made for two additional 

elements should more heat be required.  A rear / top 

mounted beacon / siren tower alerts the operator to 

cure status and temperatures and times are managed 

in the PLC /HMI.   

 

PLC Control system 

All new in 2014 the PLC and electrical control system 

is mounted in a stainless steel panel to the rear of the 

plant.  Operator controls are via 3 rail mounted 

pushbutton stations.  A rail mounted touch screen HMI 

allows the operator to see plant status (e.g. vacuum or 

temperature levels), interrogate and accept alarm 

signals and change operating parameters (password 

protected).  The multi screen HMI unit is fully 

configurable and can easily be changed to support 

most foreign languages.      

 

The panel mounted PLC is networkable and is fully 

web configurable for ease of maintenance.  A simple 

graphical web interface allows optional reporting of 

e.g. process times, vacuum and temperature values.  

The system can be configured to send alarm 

messages via email or SMS.   

 

Work baskets  

4 off mild steel work baskets c/w 4 wheeled 

galvanised workshop trolleys are included.  Each 

basket has an adjustable 4 point lockable lid to secure 

the workload. With the addition of a second overhead 

hoist/hook, the baskets can be rotated to minimise 

resin/water carry-over.   

 

The baskets are lifted by means of a simple hoist hook 

mounted ‘A’ frame.  Two ‘A’ frames are included in the 

sale. 

 

Required Services: 

Electrical:  3 Phase & Neutral, 400V  

   AC, FLC <50A 

Water:    ¾” BSP mains connection 

Air:   ½” 7 bar ‘workshop air’  

   connection 

Drain:   2” (subject to local consent)   

Overhead crane:   Circa 8.5M long * 4M High 

   with <500Kg hoist(s) 

   **AVAILABLE AS EXTRA** 

Dimensions: 

Plant Footprint:  Circa 5.3M * 4M 

Overall requirement:   Circa 8.3M * 5M * 4M high 

Work baskets:  (Internal) 0.36m3 – 850mm  

  I/d x 650mm High. 

Capacities: 

Resin fill:   Circa 900ltrs 

Wash tank:  Circa 1200ltrs 

Cure tank:  Circa 1200ltrs 
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